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IT Outsourcing Services are broadening their horizon using agile methodologies and, delivering
software solutions to the client worldwide. Mainstream IT market in India is implementing new
innovation as this era of globalization has brought out new competition for Outsourcing Software
Development firm to establish themselves and be recognized as the leaders.  Strategies and robust
models are followed to achieve the targets and develop software solutions matching client
requirements. Enterprises all over the world are leveraging solutions from IT outsourcing firms
located in India. Client are often wondering which application solution must be leveraged, which
methodologies and object oriented framework are being adopted by offshore IT firms.  Enterprises
do not prefer to deploy in-house development they rather want their software solution to be
leveraged by a highly valued and repute software development firm located in India.

Few years back Waterfall Outsourcing Software Development had a huge fan following now a day
itâ€™s becoming unpopular with its enervate features and time consuming methodologies though it has
some benefitting features as well like resources required to develop an application are actually used
in minimum number, documentation of each development stage is recorded thus creating are help
for technocrats to understand and make development simpler.  There are some disadvantages of
this models which can cause some concern to the IT Outsourcing firm as well as the client such as
each designer, developers, tester are responsible of their sole duties, communication of the client
with the team is almost rare, changes advices and required to be incorporated cause a lot problem
as testing is done in a later stage.

Agile IT Outsourcing Services is being considered as a valued model for features like collaboration,
one on one communication between teams and quality deliverance of applications. Agile
methodologies are being approached by offshore firms to bring a significant robustness in the
pattern of developing applications. Agile practices benefit high performing technocrats as the
development process is manageable, fast, simple, integration process is reliable, unpredictable time
duration to develop and deploy the end solution in next to minimal, agile follow the latest trend,
understand which metrics suits there designing and design software which are scalable.  Agile
means using upgraded object oriented technologies and frameworks which match the validation and
verification process.       

The question remains whether Waterfall Outsourcing Software Development has received a new
name called (Agile) or is Agile IT Outsourcing Services a new renewed method for developing and
deploying an application solution for numerous domains like health, education, hospitality, aviations,
banking, finance, ecommerce, etc. The core fact is be it Agile/Scrum or waterfall model practiced by
the Outsourcing Software Development the end software solution leveraged by the client must meet
the quality and functionality standards as per asked. IT outsourcing firms hire well qualified
technocrats who follow a well structure pattern or approach to develop hybrid application for
enterprises.
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Adam George is a well known writer. He has written many articles on various topics including
outsourcing, Presently writing on Software services, a Software Development , a IT Outsourcing and
other Software testing services.
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